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1) Question:  Should Associate Architects pair up in teams? 

Answer: No.  Please submit with your firm’s information only. 

2) Question: Which blocks are part of this RFQ and will they be developed at the same time? 

Answer:  Block 14 and 17 are the subject of this RFQ and they will be developed in parallel. 

3) Question:  What is the total acreage of Block 14, 17 and the park? 

Answer:  Block 14 is .56 acres.  Block 17 is .98 acres.  The park is .61 acres. 

4) Question:  Should Landscape proposal separately for the buildings and the park? 

Answer:  Yes.  The landscape scope for the buildings and the park are treated as separate scopes of 

work.  Please submit your qualifications and fees for one or both scopes (if you are choosing to submit 

for both). 

5) Question:  Who is the general contractor and will there be an RFP for the GC? 

Answer: Cahill Contractors and Nibbi Brothers General Contractors formed a joint venture to construct 

all of Hunters View.  Their JV will build HV Phase III. 

6) Question:  What is the rough schedule for design?   

Answer: Assume consultants will be selected no earlier than January 1, 2018.   Each design phase (SD 

through CD) will take roughly 3-5 months.   

7) Question:  Is there a Master Stormwater Control plan available? 

Answer: Yes, this will be posted to the City’s contracting website as an added exhibit to the RFQ. 

8) Is there a landscape scope/program for the project? 

Answer: The building and site planning design is open-ended at this time.    

9) Will the work for Blocks 14 and 17 be split up? 

Answer: Blocks 14 and 17 are treated as a single project and with linked approvals.   The Hunters View 

neighborhood has already been entitled; review of a lighter design approvals set for Blocks 14 and 17 

will be approved in a Planning staff report and will be reviewed as an informational item at the Planning 

Commission.  The City may request that the building permit sets be split into multiple sets, but all 

drawings for Blocks 14 and 17 will go through the review process with city departments in tandem and 

will be constructed at the same time. 

 


